
 

 

 

 

   

Concourse Furniture  

ADDENDUM NO. 1   

    

This Addendum supplements, amends, and clarifies the Bid Documents dated Monday 

September 28th, 2020 for the provision of Concourse Furniture at the HCCC. 

 

Include this Addendum with your bid submittal to indicate that your bid includes the 

terms of this Addendum. Failure to do so may subject the Bidder to disqualification.  

 

This Addendum consists of written and graphical information, summarized as follows: 

1. Question: Are you a nonprofit or available to purchase on a contract?  

No 

 

2. Question: Are all approved alternates considered equal? i.e. Davis vs Global  

Yes 

 

3. Question: How will you be deciding on a vendor, price, product or combo?  

Please see section 5.2 – Evaluation Criteria in the RFP document.  

 

4. Question: Can you provide an AutoCAD drawing of the space?  

Yes, this will be provided to the winning bidder. 

 

5. Question: How are you handling the additional alternates for the project?  

Any additional alternate should be submitted for Owner and Architect 

approval. 

 

6. Question: There are 4 round chairs tagged C1 on the B floor plan – I assume that 

should be C5 instead as we don’t not find those ?  

Yes, see updated attached plan 49-F1-2 

 

7. Question: Are we missing a floor plan area as we can find only 14 -T3 tables not 

17 as noted?  

14 is correct. 

 

8. Question: For C1 is there an area we don’t have or should this be 36 units instead 

of 48? I was wondering if you came up with 48 by counting the dual lines for the 

C1 which would be 8 per pod rather than counting individual seats which is 6 per 

pod? Please clarify. 

36 is correct. Please see 8832.49 FFE_Package BULL 1 
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9. Question: For C1 you list River+ by Global as approved alternate – can you 

confirm which you prefer based on size. The boomerang units connected or a 

single Y bench. Any additional options needed for Global such as sealed seams, 

steel bottom etc. that require an upcharge?  Please advise.  

The boomerang. Leg finish: Tungsten, Standard Height, Double Stitched 

Seams. 

 

10. Question: For C2 Global Ballara bench do you want the 2 seat unit that is 54” or 

the 3 seat unit that is 80.5”. Do you want chrome or brushed chrome legs which 

are an upcharge?  

Chrome legs, 80.5” bench. 

 

11. Question: For C3 if quoting Davis do you want Chrome or powder coat frame? 

What type of glide do you need –standard/felt/steel?  

Powder coat frame. Standard glide. 

 

12. Question: For C4 Allermuir please confirm if you want Tarry chair on the left 

quoted or Famiglia style in center or Open style on the right?  

Tarry Chair  

 

13. For T1 Enwork Landing – this is 24” deep unit is that acceptable or we can 

request a custom which may be denied.  Confirm book bag hooks should be 

added also.  

24” is OK, add bag hooks 

 

14. For T2 please confirm Bernhardt base as I do not see delegate listed. Also please 

confirm single finish will be selected and not contrasting finishes. Do you want 36 

or 42” deep surface?  

42” surface, single finish, Delegate Base 

                                             

 

Commented [AV1]: Kyle – did we fully answer this? I 

feel like we need to give her an answer on the Single Y or 

connected bench?  


